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LIGHT HAS THE POWER TO DISINFECT
FAIL-SAFE UPPER AIR GUV DISINFECTION
Cooper Lighting Solutions’ germicidal UV (GUV) technology helps to create
a safer building environment
At Cooper Lighting Solutions, we build forward-thinking lighting solutions that make people’s lives safer, while making buildings, homes
and cities smarter and more sustainable. We deliver industry-leading programs, services and an extensive portfolio of indoor and outdoor
lighting, lighting controls and smart lighting systems.
Healthy buildings are more important than ever before, and a lighting system can help. Simply put, light has the power to disinfect.
From disinfecting high-volume, high-touch items to shared spaces, Cooper Lighting Solutions’ germicidal UV lighting solutions add
efficiency and effectiveness to the disinfection processes of offices, stores, schools, restaurants, healthcare spaces, stadiums, and more.
A non-visible light in the light spectrum, GUV technology has been proven effective in killing bacteria, mold, fungi and inactivating viruses,
and can help to disinfect spaces, places and things.
Over the past several months, Cooper Lighting Solutions has launched three new GUV product lines. The new solutions include:
• Upper Air disinfection products
• Surface disinfection solutions
• Object disinfection chambers
As companies are looking for ways to protect their employees’ and their patrons’ health, the Fail-Safe GUV products are safe, fast,
effective and offer a proven efficient versatile solution to disinfect business. These products are effective in inactivating viruses and
killing pathogens.

UPPER AIR DISINFECTION PRODUCTS
Fail-Safe’s GUV Air Disinfection solutions distribute GUV in the upper air, guarding room occupants from exposure to GUV. The result is
air that’s constantly cleaned while people are present.
Some areas to consider for the Upper Air disinfection systems include:
• Educational spaces including classrooms, lunchrooms, libraries, offices, and nurse’s rooms
• Healthcare waiting and patient rooms
• Office areas such as conference rooms, break rooms, training rooms, or restrooms
• Small businesses with patrons such as restaurants, small retail, or service businesses
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FAIL-SAFE GAW AIR DISINFECTION WALL MOUNT
The GAW Germicidal UV Air Wall Mount is ideal for larger spaces with walls that are greater than 20’ apart and with ceilings
greater than 9’.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•

UL 1598 listed
Fits in a 2’ x 2’ grid opening
Symmetrical coverage area
Horizontal distribution keeps GUV in upper air
Can be used in occupied spaces

FAIL-SAFE GAC GERMICIDAL AIR CEILING MOUNT
The GAC Germicidal UV Air Ceiling Mount luminaire is ideal for smaller spaces with walls greater than 6’ apart and on ceilings above 9’.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•

UL 1598 listed
Available in a compact 2’ length
Provides air disinfection for large areas of coverage
Horizontal distribution keeps GUV in the upper air
Can be used in occupied spaces

DESIGN ASSISTANCE AND TOOLS
Cooper Lighting Solutions offers optional design assistance for surface
and air solutions. The simplified design, installation and commissioning is
explained in documentation. Visit www.cooperlighting.com/GUV for more
information, including additional details on performance specifics including
COVID-19 inactivation.

For additional information on how GUV Technology
works, please contact your Kendall Electric Account
Manager. To find the location nearest you, please visit
kendallelectric.com/locations.
®
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Simplify your
journey to modern
asset maintenance
Whether you’re looking to organize assets
and manage work, or connect to business
systems and make data-driven decisions,
Fiix partners with you to give you the
tools to move from reactive to preventive
maintenance and beyond.

In 2019, over 61% of manufacturers
listed digital transformation as their
biggest investment in maintenance.
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The Fiix CMMS helps slash
downtime, cut maintenance costs,
and skyrocket productivity.
Improve asset performance
Easily capture asset history and track parts inventory to get
insight into equipment performance and reduce downtime
of critical equipment.
Drive productivity
Automatically generate maintenance work orders with a
simple digital work order system and complete tasks from
anywhere through a mobile app — even while offline.
Make data-driven decisions
Fiix’s real-time dashboard and reporting tools are designed
to provide you with advanced insights on work orders,
inventory, and key KPIs.
Connect to any business system
Built on a completely open cloud platform, Fiix’s Integration
Hub makes it super easy to connect to any application and
sync data and workflows in endless ways — all in one place.

The Fiix difference

Industry
leaders

Modern
technology

Customerfocused

For more information,
please contact your
Kendall Electric
Account Manager
or Specialist.
®
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Anytime, Anywhere

Smart Solutions for Smart Consumers
Homeowners can start small such
as a smart switch to set the porch
light or outfit an entire home.
The beauty is that the system can
grow based on each household’s
needs and the My Leviton software
is constantly upgraded as new
devices and capabilities are added.

Smart home devices are more affordable and easier to integrate
and control, so the time became prime to implement a vast collection
of smarter technology. Leviton offers scalable options that fit every
income level and lifestyle, which can be installed in new or existing homes.
The Decora Smart® line includes smart solutions including dimmers,
switches, outlets and plugs, fan controls, and more which can all be
controlled through Wi-Fi or can be voice activated.
Anywhere, Anytime with the My Leviton App
My Leviton is a free downloadable app for any mobile device (phone or
tablet) to control Decora Smart® Wi-Fi enabled Leviton products, such as
lighting and fans. Setting up this app can be customized to each home,
depending on the
applications and
devices to be
controlled and
managed by
all registered
household users.
Lights can be
scheduled to turn on
and off automatically
or create lighting
scenes for different
activities by using the
My Leviton app or
through voice
activation with Amazon
Alexa™, Hey Google,
or Apple Siri.
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Smart Lighting on Demand
Leviton’s Decora Smart® family of
products allows control of lighting
while at home or when away.
Decora Smart® switches and
dimmers can fully automate lighting
when and where it is needed.
Lighting control can be scheduled
based on specific times and even
grouped into rooms. Think of the
cost savings when lights can be
automatically shut-off when not
needed or in use.

...create lighting
schedules and scenes
such as “Movie Time”
or “Dinner Time.”
For plug-in lamps, such as desk
lamps, table or floor lamps, the
Decora Smart® Wi-Fi Plug-in Dimmer
can be connected to the My Leviton
app and lights can be dimmed at
any time and also customized for
programmed scheduling, such as
vacation modes with auto
shut-off features.
The Decora Smart® Voice Dimmer
with Amazon Alexa Built-in combines
Wi-Fi lighting with the convenience of
the Amazon Alexa voice assistant in
a self-contained device without
having to buy an external
Alexa device.

Decora Smart® Anywhere
Dimmer Companion

Decora Smart® 600W
Wi-Fi® Dimmer

NEW! Decora Smart®
Anywhere Companions
One of the biggest afterthoughts in installing lighting
is that there are never enough light switches, such as
in open areas with multiple entrances or long hallways
with only one switch location. Leviton listened to this
constant challenge from electricians and consumers
and developed a solution − the newly introduced
Decora Smart® Wireless Anywhere Companions.
A totally wireless solution, these switches can be
placed anywhere within a 50 ft. range of a hard-wired
Decora Smart® Wi-Fi (2nd Gen) switch to control the
same lights.

This reduces packaging and eliminates individual
plastic wrapping, such as polybags and clamshells,
to minimize waste, increase sustainability while saving
prep and installation time. In addition, the instruction
sheets can be limited, instead of one per product to
one per pack.
To protect the bulk items from scratching or breaking,
Leviton’s innovative “egg crates” are used to separate
and protect the products within the Bulk Pack.
In addition, items that can be scratched, such as
Decora® receptacles, can be covered with a thin
protection film.

With a slim profile, the look matches the Decora Smart®
Wi-Fi products and set up is super easy. Operating off
of CR2025 batteries, these Companions last five years
(or more
depending
Up to three Anywhere
on usage)
Companions per
before battery
Decora® switch
replacement.
Up to three
can be installed...
Anywhere
®
Companions per Decora switch can be installed by
either sticking it directly to the wall, screwing it into
the wall or to an existing wall box. Leviton always
recommends contacting a licensed electrician to
assure compatibility and correct programming.

Bulk Pack also makes stocking easier for distribution
as products can be ordered based on most
standard distribution items and standard counts.
Product assortments are dependent on each location
and use and can easily be stacked. In addition,
contractor packs (or convenient packs) can be
segregated into smaller quantities within a Bulk Pack.
For example, if 200 switches are needed for a job site,
but the contractor wants to grab 10 at a time, the
items can be available in convenient “10 packs.”
Distribution can also offer these smaller “10 packs”
instead of displaying larger bulk quantities.

It’s a Wrap
For new construction or renovations, Leviton makes
installation faster for contractors with Bulk Packs.
Quantities of power receptacles (including GFCI and
USB), wall plates, switches and lighting controls
(dimmers) can be bulk packed in corrugated boxes.

It’s a win-win for distribution, customers and Leviton.
To learn more from Leviton's Smart Solutions, please
contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or find the
location nearest you. Visit kendallelectric.com/locations.
®
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QUICK SNAP
NON-METALLIC SNAP-IN CONNECTOR
The IDEAL® Quick Snap connector provides exceptional
performance and incredible value!
Quick Snap can be installed quickly and easily, without the
use of tools, securing cable in place, and providing superior
protection from damage that can be caused by rough
knock-out edges.

Simply push in – no tools required.
•
•
•
•

Protects and secures cable
Snap connector into 1/2” knockout
Insert from the outside
Push non-metallic sheathed cable
through connector

Securely holds cable while protecting
from rough edges of knockouts.

SAVES TIME.
PROTECTS.
SECURES.

SUPERIOR CABLE PROTECTION
Secures cable while protecting
from rough knock-out edges.

For more information, please contact
your Kendall Electric Account Manager,
or find the location nearest you by visiting

kendallelectric.com/locations.
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E-Commerce Solutions Overview

Online Account Access
Easily access information 24/7 on your computer, tablet, or phone. Place orders, check product pricing and availability, view open
orders, invoicing and more—all in real time. Features include:
Product Groups
Quickly build your
own product lists
for easy access later.
Handy for the most
common items
you use.

Saved Carts
Save a cart for
review or purchase
later, or make it a
shared cart for
easy collaboration
with others in your
organization.

Reorder Pad
Quickly search
from the list of
items you have
purchased in
the last 12 months,
for easy reordering.

Account
Management
Review and pay
invoices online,
add/edit/remove
users on your
account, and more!

Bid Approval
Order quoted
products right
from your
Open Bids
screen.

Rich Product
Information
Images, technical
information, data
sheets, manuals,
videos, and more!

Kendall Electric OE Touch App
The Kendall Electric OE Touch App gives you all the functionality and account access you enjoy on kendallelectric.com website,
with the on-the-go accessibility of an app.

Kendall Electric Stockroom App
Whether it is Vendor Managed Inventory or self-managed, the Kendall Electric Stockroom App may be the answer for your
storeroom and crib management.

Electronic Business—Catalog Punchout
Kendall Electric has the capability to connect your procurement system to kendallelectric.com. This allows you to populate your
requisitions and purchase orders (no duplicated order entry).

Electronic Business—EDI and XML
EDI, XML or other proprietary data formats can be utilized to conduct day-to-day business transactions. With electronic business
documents being a system-to-system exchange, there are virtually no errors, making the processing of business documents
very efficient. As electronic information is sent to our business system directly, Kendall Electric Owner-Associates are available to
quickly handle the transaction.

kendallelectric.com

Interested in a demo?

Contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or the location nearest you
today to learn more about our e-commerce tools and capabilities!
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Kendall Connected Solutions at your service
• TechConnect • Repair/Remanufacturing • Field Labor • Training

Repair
Remanufacturing
& Exchange
Services
Need to reduce costs and
improve reliability?

Need to identify,
support and modernize
aging assets?

Need to decrease
inventory and enable
access to critical spares?

Repaired by us.

A single source for guaranteed
like-new Allen-Bradley.

Factory-authorized repair on
Allen-Bradley® products.
Extend warranty and guarantee
quality on remanufactured
Allen-Bradley products.
Exchange products for certified
remanufactured product
with faster turn-around time.
Access critical spare parts on-site.
Available immediately with a
Parts Management Agreement.

Manage your storeroom and
reduce inventory costs
with a trained Asset
Management Professional.

REDUCED FOOTPRINT.
DRIVES CONSISTENT DELIVERY.
STREAMLINED WORKFLOWS.
CYBERSECURITY ENABLED.

What is
PlantPAx 5.0?
vendors to ensure users a stable system
delivered with minimal risk and minimal
effort, regardless of the size of their
application or facility.

PlantPAx is a plant-wide process control
system that utilizes a common automation
platform to seamlessly integrate both
process and discrete control as well as
plant-wide information. The system is
designed to be scalable and modular,
utilizing a range of different architectures
depending on your needs. Unlike most
DCS systems, PlantPAx uses open
communication standards by utilizing
Ethernet/IP. This allows for the use of
other off-the-shelf products, such as
Endress+Hauser instrumentation, to
easily integrate into the system and the
ability to share real-time data directly
to the enterprise level.

The ControlLogix 5580 and CompactLogix
5380 portfolio expansion is enabled
through the Studio 5000 Logix Designer
version 33 software release, and it
showcases our commitment to meet
customer performance needs and industry
applications by introducing five (5) new
process controllers. These process
controllers can save you valuable
engineering time and effort, so you can
deploy process applications faster and
with less risk. The controller is preloaded
with the process instructions that you
need for your application and allows you
to leverage the pre-built PlantPAx library
of process objects.

In order to be a true PlantPAx system,
certain design criteria must be followed
to guarantee performance. The PlantPAx
System Characterization Lab goes beyond
product testing typically employed by other
Logix Family
ControlLogix 5580

CompactLogix 5380

Size

Process Controller

3 mb

1756-L81EP

10 mb

1756-L83EP

40 mb

1756-L8EP

2 mb

5069-L320ERP

4 mb

5069-L340ERP

For more information, please contact your
Kendall Electric Account Manager or Specialist.
®
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Money-saving retrofit products for
outdoor and indoor spaces

SYLVANIA ULTRA LED™ HID
Replacement Lamps
Broad selection of new products makes it
easy to retrofit most applications
With options for any large-scale industrial or commercial application, SYLVANIA ULTRA LED™ HID
replacement lamps offer a significant increase in performance and cost savings over traditional
metal halide, high pressure sodium and mercury vapor. They feature a 50,000 hour lifetime,
80+ CRI, and they’re backed by a 5 year warranty. A selectable option is available for when a
color temperature adjustment may be desirable.

To learn more please contact your Kendall Electric
Account Manager or find the location nearest you.
Visit kendallelectric.com/locations.

®

How can we
improve OEE?

How do we increase
productivity?

DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
How do we decrease
downtime?

How do we
reduce scrap?
Digital Transformation is the combination of traditional
manufacturing enhanced with new advancing
technologies. It’s a re-imagining of how your company
uses technology, people, and processes to fundamentally
improve business performance. It drives competitive
outcomes and impacts your entire value chain. Digital
Transformation is your path forward.

IT STARTS BY TRANSFORMING YOUR THOUGHTS

Digital transformation is changing the way business is conducted and encouraging companies to pause and
ask the important questions. Defining your unique definition of what Digital Transformation means, you will
begin to build a better understanding of where your journey is headed.

Kendall Electric experts are here to guide you as you look inward
at the digital initiatives in your organization, evaluate your current
goals, and assess your existing cost-saving strategies.
Start the process by working alongside a Kendall Electric Specialist
and complete the Digitial Transformation Assessment. This
evaluation will provide crucial information needed to begin
developing your unique business plan. Visit keinc.info/dxqr
or scan code for quick access.

Always available online at kendallelectric.com
®
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Cybersecurity
Case Study:

Nightmare
in Florida
Friday, February 5, 2021 had arrived, and
the forecast was fantastic. A low of 50 but
temperatures would soon reach 75. It was just
before 8:00 AM at the Oldsmar water treatment
plant. The day was starting like many others in
the Sunshine State, but the approaching weekend was anticipated to be a bit different.

Around 8:00 AM a team member at the
water treatment plant noticed mouse-cursor
movement on the control system screen. This
movement was not initiated by anyone on
premises. The team member was aware that
remote-access software was in place that was
occasionally used for remote troubleshooting.
This initial incident was dismissed as an atypical
but not unprecedented occurrence.

There was a big game coming to town on Sunday.
Less than 15-miles down the road Mr. Brady
and his team would take the field at Raymond
James Stadium. There were sure to be many
visitors and activities during the next few days.
Excitement was in the air!

Later that same day, around 1:30 PM, the team
member again noticed strange mouse-cursor
movement. This time the observed movements
were more deliberate and malicious. During a
three to five minute period of time, an external
malevolent-actor moved to manipulate levels
of sodium hydroxide (Lye) within the water
treatment system.

When the clock reached 8:00 AM the trajectory
of the day began to shift. There was certainly
going to be some “excitement”. However, not
a variety of excitement that would be welcomed
by anyone, especially the water treatment
plant team.

Sodium hydroxide is used, in small amounts, to
control acidity in treated drinking water. It can
be used to help manage corrosion within a water
distribution system. The Oldsmar, FL facility
services roughly 15,000 people. During normal
operations, the typical level of sodium hydroxide
used is roughly 100 parts per million. In this
case, the malevolent-actor intentionally adjusted
operations levels from 100 to 11,100 parts per
million. These are levels that can cause damage
to human tissue on contact.
From a human tissue perspective, sodium
hydroxide will target the eyes, skin, and
respiratory systems. Potential exposure routes
include inhalation, ingestion, skin, and/or eye
contact. Symptoms of over-exposure can
include eye-burns, skin burns, and temporary
loss of hair.

Continued next page.
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In this specific case, a member of the operations
team was fortunate to have observed the attack
firsthand. This enabled the sodium hydroxide
to immediately be adjusted back to safe set
point levels. Quick action by the Oldsmar water
treatment plant team helped prevent impact
on public health and safety. Additionally, the
water treatment plant does have automated
safeguards in place which trigger alarms based
on pH (acidity) testing levels.

Aged concepts such as security-by-obscurity
(air-gapping) are becoming less effective. IIoT
connections are expected to double between
2020 and 2025, reaching nearly 37 billion
connections. This means that both the potential
attack surface and the number of attack vectors
are simultaneously increasing.

The entry point used by the malevolentactor has been disabled. The Federal Bureau
of Investigations (FBI), Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
United States Secret Service, and Multi-State
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MSISAC) are now engaged in reviewing this case.
The malevolent-actor has not been identified
but is being pursued.

•

Is your IACS cyber hardened to meet the
expanding threats presented by malevolentactors?

•

How do you know where your IACS is most
exposed to these malevolent-actors?

•

How do you know what IACS cybersecurity
improvements will be most impactful?

The first step in answering any of these questions
is Identification. If you can identify a risk then you
can take proactive steps to manage that risk.
A Kendall Connected Solutions Security Posture
Survey can help you with this Identification. This
survey will identify existing cybersecurity risks
within your Operations Technology (OT) network.
The results of this survey provide actionable and
prioritized improvement solutions specific to
your network.

The situation in Oldsmar exposes a real and
expanding threat to Industrial Automaton
Control Systems (IACS). Claroty, a leading
industrial cybersecurity company, just released
a report on IACS Risk and Vulnerabilities.
Among the many insights contained within this
report was a notable year-over-year increase
in the number of identified cyber-related
vulnerabilities. In 2020 alone there were
893 identified vulnerabilities across 59 different
IACS vendors. IACS cyber risk is real, it is deep,
and it is widespread.

To further discuss the benefits of a
Security Posture Survey please contact
your Kendall Electric Account Manager.

KENDALL SOLUTIONS
Connecting Products
and Services.

Delivering YOU Solutions.

®
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5101 South Sprinkle Road
Portage, MI 49002
Phone: 269.978.3838
Toll Free: 800.632.5422
Fax: 269.381.6348
kendallelectric.com

To browse past issues of Kendall Electric’s Connection publication and to subscribe,
please visit: kendallelectric.com/training/TheConnection.

UPCOMING TRAINING COURSES
These courses are available for delivery as Virtual Self-Paced (eLearning),
Virtual Instructor-Led (Virtual Classroom), or Instructor-Led (Traditional).

Studio 5000 Logix Designer Level 1: Logix 5000 System
Fundamentals (CCP146)

This course teaches you how to perform basic Logix 5000 and Studio 5000 Logix
Designer tasks, such as creating a project and communicating with a controller.
The course will assist you in developing and building a solid foundation with a
fundamental knowledge of Logix 5000 systems. You will be introduced to basic
Logix 5000 concepts and terminology.

For more information on
all available classes, please
scan the QR code or visit
keinc.info/AllTraining
to review details for all
available training.

EtherNet/IP Configuration and Troubleshooting (CCP183)
This course provides guidance on how to configure and troubleshoot an EtherNet/IP
network. This includes setting EtherNet/IP network addresses, configuring a managed
switch to meet network requirements, and monitoring managed switch performance.
Examples, activities, and demonstrations in this course focus on the Stratix 5700
managed switch.

PowerFlex 750-Series Configuration and Startup (CCA182)
This course provides you the ability to properly install a PowerFlex 750-Series drive, start up
the drive, and configure drive parameters to meet application-specific needs. Throughout
the course, you will have the chance to use a variety of software tools, including The A6 LCD
HIM and Connected Components Workbench (CCW) software.
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Please visit
kendallelectric.com/locations
to find the nearest location to you.
Contact us for all of your
electrical and datacom needs.

